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Monograph

The recent works of Vincent Van Duysen,
spanning architecture, interior design and
product design, show us why the Belgian
architect is riding a wave of even greater
success today. He invents and implements
tailor-made solutions, even when working
with industry, thanks to a symbolic
and poetic vision of habitation

Vincent Van Duysen

“THE GUIDELINE OF MY
PROJECTS REMAINS
A PARTICULAR FOCUS
ON PERCEPTION
OF SPACE ”

by Antonella Boisi

360°

Vincent
“Synthetic, precise, interconnected. Also in the
rhythm of the narrative. I would like it to be
published in this way. In a fluid approach, without
separations between disciplines – architecture,
interior design, product design. Because for over
thirty years, for me that has meant design, a
well-rounded whole,” Vincent Van Duysen
explained when we met with him in Milan to talk
about how to organize these pages featuring his
latest works. We have already done a theme issue
20 years ago on the Belgian architect born in
1962, based in Antwerp (Interni no. 476,
December 1997). Some years had already
transpired since his training in Italy, in the
Post-Modern period, working with Sottsass
Associati. Vincent had returned to Belgium, where
on his own he had taken his language back to an
essential purity of ever increasing refinement.
Since then, he has continued to design tailormade works of architecture, all over the world.
Not just in Belgium but also in London, Milan,
Paris, New York, Beirut and Saudi Arabia. In the
meantime, he has honed his ability as a designer,
working with brands like Molteni &C /Dada, B&B
Italia, Paola Lenti, Fantini, Flos, De Padova,

Pastoe, Tribù, Toscoquattro, When objects work,
Geiger/Herman Miller, Swarovski, Bulo. In 2016
he had a very good year indeed, with his
appointment as creative director of Molteni&C
and Dada, and as Designer of the Year and
protagonist of an important solo show at
Biennale Interieur. “I’m not interested in special
effects” he says “even within all this success of my
career. It is never the wows and arduous search
for approval seen in the various click-happy
contexts of the social networks … but more the
honest quest for a true beautiful result in my
projects. The guideline shared by my works
remains a particular focus on perception of
space. Visual and sensory, physical, tactile,
olfactory. On every project scale. I have always
put the wellness of people at the center, in a
respectful way, that sense of also symbolic
protection that is so closely connected to living,
to the idea of the home. I think there is a major
need to recover the knowledge of making things
in the right moment, with sensitivity. To grant
soul and personality to spaces, in which to live
well and relate well to others. Amidst warmth,
beauty, tranquility. With this perspective, I

approach the concept of furnishings and objects,
which always descend from an architectural DNA,
and therefore from the paradigm of something
not serially produced,” he concludes. And the first
example of a tailor-made project Vincent Van
Duysen wants to discuss is that of the home he
created for himself in Antwerp, from 2001 to
2003. The VVD II Residence. The restructuring of
a typical townhouse, containing all the
ingredients of his special organicism: formal rigor,
the result of reduction and abstraction of every
single component, gauged in its proportions
down to the smallest details of handles, of
coplanar doors and wardrobes. The sculptural
figure of a staircase-protagonist, on a par with
the natural light that is sought and channeled in
effective cuts through high and deep windows.
The Flemish sensuality of a material-chromatic
palette that relies on a few selected elements
(wooden planks for the floors, Belgian blue
limestone and white marble for the monolithic
vessels for washing in the bath and kitchen, and
for relaxation in the swimming pond, white bone
paint texture for the walls). Composite surfaces
that alternate with luminous touches of greenery

Elementary, archetypal
and abstract forms,
compact volumes,
rigorous transparency
and a vivid tactilechromatic palette: these
are the factors of
reference in the design
approach of Vincent
Van Duysen, born in
1962, in the portrait on
the facing page (photo
Fred Debrock).
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Vincent Van Duysen

VVD II RESIDENCE
Completion date: 2003
Location: Antwerp, Belgium
Built area: 800 square meters
Materials: oak, poplar (floors),
belgian bluestone (swimming
pond and kitchen basin), white
marble (bath basin), bone white
plaster (walls)

ARCHITECTURE

TAILOR-MADE
In this traditional townhouse, with tall, deep windows,
which contained the workspaces of a notary’s office prior to
the renovation, Vincent Van Duysen’s intervention has
focused on simplification of forms and rigorous reduction
to the essential, making natural light the protagonist. The
open continuity of the spaces, all with flooring in long wood
boards, coincides with the transformation of the existing
parking area into a private garden-patio focused on a
monolithic square swimming pond. The constant bone
white texture walls become backdrops outfitted with
wardrobes, paneling and flush-mounted doors with custom
handles.

On this page: view of the inner garden-patio;
the sinuous staircase connecting the three levels
of the house, cleaned and polished, conserving its
original design; the master bedroom of the
Belgian architect.(photos Jose Manuel Alorda)

to create a porous situation of emotions, scents,
seasons. Without ostentation, without hiding
anything. “I recognize the fact that all my works of
architecture,” Vincent Van Duysen says, “have
something very physical about them; it is a truly
important aspect, connected to the pleasure of
bringing out the intrinsic qualities of materials,
craftsmanship, the precious character of the
‘skin.’ A factor that always links back to the idea
of stimulating sensory experience in the user.” So
in the BA Residence, a garden-villa in Antwerp,
the architectural concept is extended to the
spatial scale of the interiors and the furnishings,
through the format of brick applied in different
geometries to define the relationships between
the parts and the whole, forming a direct
connection with the garden and the indoor and
outdoor living spaces. A stated reference: Villa
Krefeld by Mies van der Rohe, and the residential
works in brick of the local architect Nachman
Kaplansky. In the DC II Residence at Tielrode and
the TR Residence in Knokke, in Belgium, it is
instead wood, a living material rich in warmth and
resonance, in its most abstract formal
configuration, that reworks the age-old typology
of the Flemish barn-hayloft, in a delicate balance
between construction and landscape, elementary
volumes and decorative openings for light, rural
and domestic horizons. The project of
refurbishing and extension of a Private
Residence in Kortrijk, on the other hand, comes
from dialogue with and interpretation of a
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striking landscape context from the 1950s, which
in full respect for a specific history (the
architecture of Joseph Viérin and the design of
Jules Wabbes) encounters the essential character
of the matrix of Mies van der Rohe in the new
pavilion of the pool house, which thrives on
authentic visual transparency and continuous
fluidity between indoors and outdoors, entrusted
to disappearing windows and the syncretism of
materially uniform surfaces capable of expressing
the tension of rarified spaces. Inside and outside.
In the case of the interior design of the London
flagship store of Alexander Wang, the American
fashion designer from Taiwan known for his basic
androgynous tailoring of apparel in cashmere,
cotton and linen, the skillful renovation brings
out the industrial patina of the place, to which it
relates. A spatial set narrated in rich-poor,
raw-soft materials – metals and stones with ash
gray and silvery shadings, concrete and matte
black recycled rubber, embossed leather, ivory
suede – constructes
vibrantly sinuous
chiaroscuro effects and a
sense of permanence to
stand up to passing
fashions. In the design of
the first AESOP store in
Hamburg, the narrative is
instead related to the value
of basic handmade
monolithic forms (like the
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Vincent Van Duysen

In this apartment,
the fulcrum of the project
is the block of vertical
connections, gravitating
around the staircase
in the void and the
volumetrical bringing
grandeur of a townhouse
into a triplex apartment
with a view of the sea.
(photo Koen Van Damme/
courtesy VVD architects).
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sculptural block in Bluestone that suggests the
figure of an ancient fountain) and of natural
materials in a sandy color range, like a fresco in a
serene, suspended setting. Modernist lightness in
the configuration of volumes, personal
reinterpretations of the tones of Japanese residential
culture, the Flemish painting of the school of
Antwerp, the contemplative solidness of Cistercian
Romanesque abbeys visited in southern France: the
mixture of influences in the architecture of Vincent
Van Duysen is also reflected in his design that
combines the perfection of industrial
implementation with an artisanal approach,
archetypes and technologies, functional and formal
essence, sensorial variety in materials, granting
every project an extremely precious value. In a rapid
overview, his design ranges from the icons of Fantini
(the reinterpretation of the classic faucet) to those of
Paola Lenti (a new take on the folding Safari chair),
B&B Italia (the proportions of Surface that evoke a
painting by Mondrian), Flos (the architectural
quality of the Infra-Structure lighting system that
creates almost a three-dimensional structure in
space, thanks to a network of metal tubing
containing the light points: it “suggests a period of
reference like the Bauhaus, which I have always
found thrilling and engaging,” the architect
comments). And in the evolving puzzle that is the
world of design, the path of Vincent Van Duysen has
recently led to new, stimulating complexities: the art
direction of Molteni&C and Dada and the
completion of the new Milan showroom of the
brands, opened during the recent Design Week in
April. The assignment as creative director came in
the wake of the design of the VVD handle-free
kitchen for Dada (based on the contrast between the
slimness of the sides and ends, and the thickness of
the worktops, with a mixture of materials, functional
features and technological details, like the
aluminium section that forms the invisible handle of
the door, improving grip, while the load-bearing
frame makes it possible to create compositions
raised off the ground). The creative direction came
also after the design, for Molteni&C, of the
GlissMaster wardrobe system (featuring cuttingedge technology, with a new type of internal
reinforcement that permits the use of much larger
internal shelves, without the need for supporting
dividers, and aesthetically innovative thanks to its
versatility in terms of compositions and finishes). As
well as three products for the living area (the
Quinten cabinet, the Paul seating program and the
Jan table, suggesting the full forms and colors of the
masters of Flemish painting, respectively Quinten
Massijs, Pieter Paul Rubens, Jan van Eyck), all
displayed at the booth during IMM Cologne 2016, in a
setting of residential architecture. “It was a great

The rigorous and creative
hinge of the flush
full-height wall paneling
lines the internal
circulation spaces as a
unique formal device,
also for storage
functions. Below, a space
set aside for wellnessrelaxation. (photos Koen
Van Damme/courtesy
VVD architects)

ARCHITECTURE

WM APARTMENT
Completion date: 2014
Location: Knokke, Belgium
Built area: 800 square meters
Materials: plaster (walls),
bronze-finish steel (panels),
dark wood (cabinets), oak (floors),
Vicenza stone (countertops
and floors), leather (wall panels)

opportunity, and I couldn’t say no,” Van Duysen
remarks. “The fact that I, a non-Italian, have been
entrusted with the creative direction of a brand
that represents an exemplary story of design Made
in Italy constitutes a great honor and a great
responsibility. This is a company of remarkable
experience, that has worked with architects like
Aldo Rossi, Tobia Scarpa, Luca Meda, focusing on
the logic of products, but also and perhaps even
more on that of the setting in which they are
utilized. Carlo Molteni, the President of Molteni
Group, told me: ‘I appreciate your works of
architecture and the dimension of timeless
wellbeing they convey.’ Our acquaintance dates
back to 2010, at the time of the interior design
project for an office tower in Riyadh done with
UniFor, another company of the Group. Of course
designing a work of architecture and designing the
evolution of a brand are two different things. But I
have never come to terms with the logic of
marketing. It doesn’t interest me. In the
orchestration of a system of proposals of
furnishings 2.0, I am focusing on how our way of
life has changed over the last three decades, and on
what signals of evolution can be intercepted. But
also what important traditional values one should
not forget. I am looking at what might correspond
to the idea of underlining and emphasizing the
character of a company that has always been in the
avant-garde in terms of technology and aesthetics.
With great skill and
versatility in the use
and working of
materials, and in a
crafts approach to the
study and perfection of
details. To be able to
make the project
material emotionally
engaging: this is the
goal. We are still in the
phase of interpretation
of the research on a
tailor-made,
personalized home that
can fit into the comfort
zone of everyone. Not
to quickly consume and
jettison, as if it were the
latest fashion accessory
that rapidly becomes
obsolete.” ■
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Project VINCENT VAN DUYSEN

Timeless

continuum
In Kortrijk, Belgium, the renovation and
extension of a private residence from the
1950s in a green setting becomes an
opportunity to reset the relationship between
construction and landscape and a dimension
of indoor-outdoor fluidity, relying on the
syncretism of materially uniform surfaces
article Antonella Boisi
photos Koen Van Damme/courtesy
VVDA, Richard Powers/ Photofoyer

With its custom furnishings
all designed by VVDA the new
pool house featuring
disappearing glass walls
created in an essential
architectural volume with
overtones of Mies van der
Rohe is inserted in the
greenery of a historic park,
asserting its presence in the
landscape and in relation to
the original villa (facing page).
24 / May 2017 INTERNI
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ARCHITECTURE

PRIVATE RESIDENCE
Landscape + transparency + history and modernity

Completion date: 2012
Location: Kortrijk, Belgium
Built area: 1500 square meters
Materials: white lime (brick wall
finish), blue limestone (floors,
outdoor pavements of pool house/
wellness zone and pools),
terracotta (roofs)

Reduction of any superfluous
element and constant
tactile-chromatic
modulations of the surfaces,
playing with tones of white
and gray: the new volume of
the connection to the original
villa functions as an
entrance belvedere, but also
as an art gallery in the
domestic setting. Sculpture
by Juan Muñoz and art work
by Donald Judd.

The first surprise of this 1950s villa designed by
the Belgian architect Joseph Viérin (1872-1949) in
Kortrijk, West Flanders, is the well-groomed
greenery of the majestic park. Amidst age-old
oaks and plane trees, with villa’s white lime
finished brick walls feature deep windows and
glass doors that add rhythm to the L-shaped
volume on two levels, topped by an irregular but
very present pitched roof whose reddish tiles are
punctuated by tall chimneys, also in white brick.
A chic country twist emerges when we observe
the interiors of the house: the arches that add
rhythm to the circulation spaces, the frames in
brick and stone that indicate the thresholds, all
the way to the precious wood paneling that lines
the space for the studio, where the furnishings
and lights are still the original pieces made by the
well-known Belgian designer Jules Wabbes
(1919-1974). A hybrid, demanding context with
which Vincent Van Duysen has come to terms
first of all by respecting history, implementing a
radical project of reordering, renovation and
spatial opening of the existing architecture and
spaces, with a particular accent on qualities of
perception, framing views of the landscape
outside. To develop the new episodes required by
the client, namely the outdoor pools and the pool
house, conceived as complete, independent
volumetric additions, the project has sought and
found something more: a dialogue between the
construction and the landscape based on
relationships and balances among the parts,
blended in an effective linguistic synthesis, while
remaining distinct in terms of expressive and
aesthetic grammar. The result is a serene, timeless
complex, where within the reduction of any
superfluous elements historical and
contemporary forms go hand in hand, generating
new possibilities of life and sharing thanks to the

Above, two longitudinal
section of the project
display an effective
linguistic synthesis between
the new volumetric insert
and the existing forms.
In the photo to the side, the
outdoor lounge area with
custom furnishings by
VVDA. Below, the three new
monolithic pools of water in
blue limestone, like the
floors, stand out
on the well-groomed lawn
of the garden, forming a
dynamic visual channel
between the new and old
parts.
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Vincent Van Duysen

To the side, antique and
contemporary forms
establish a dialogue and
coexist in harmony in the
episodes of connectioncirculation between
zones. Below, a room
with the fireplace: sofa
by Arflex (designed by
Vincent Van Duysen) and
vintage Spanish leather
armchairs.

tactile-chromatic modulations of the surfaces.
Three monolithic pools of water in blue limestone,
of different sizes, appear on the carefully
groomed lawn designed by the landscape
architect Paul Deroose. Positioned parallel to the
main facade of the original villa, they give
concrete form to a new visual perspective that
offers dynamic foreshortenings. The volume of
the pool house, organized with a wellness zone in
the basement and a dining area, a winter/summer
lounge and a kitchen on the ground floor, has
been placed to one side of the entrance, in a
linear arrangement with the essential character of
a pavilion by Mies: slender visible metal
casements, continuous transparent glazing,
ceilings with a height of over three meters, and a
ribbon of handcrafted terracotta tiles on the
border of the overhanging roof to create a direct
link to the original roof of the house. Behind the
garden wall, the volume of the connection to the
original villa functions as an entrance, but also as
an art gallery in the domestic setting, is grafted
onto this portion at the perimeter to the rear. A
space of connection-circulation that in perceptive
terms interprets the same signs, height and
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The timeless rigor of the interior design by
Van Duysen brings out the charm of the
original architectural parts, the arches
rhythmically mark the pathways, the
frames in brick and stone that mark the
thresholds of the spaces. In the drawing,
the plan of the house, on the ground floor.
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The room lined with the
precious original paneling,
surrounding the figure of
another fireplaceprotagonist, while the
furnishings by Axel
Vervoordt encounter the
natural spirit of the custom
carpet by VVDA. On the
facing page: the evocative
reflections of the ‘red
mirror,’ an artistic work by
Anish Kapoor in the room.

chromatic range as the pool house: large walls in
glass or brick finished with white lime extend
from side to side for the entire length, creating a
deep internal courtyard-solarium paved in blue
limestone. Slabs in a large format that return, as
an element of uniformity-continuity, in the floors
of the kitchen, the swimming pool and the
underground Turkish bath. Getting back to the
volume of the pool house, a unique feature during
the warm season is the fact that its glass walls
can be recessed into the ground, vanishing

completely to extend the living spaces into the
open air, creating a true continuum. To create a
living room for the summer and one for the
winter, it has been necessary to excavate
underground spaces to house the mechanical
equipment and to store the glazings when not in
use. As if to say that the contemporary spirit of
Vincent Van Duysen also moves to the notes of
Mies van der Rohe, but with an alphabet and a
technological know-how decisively updated in
terms of performance. ■
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ARCHITECTURE

ARCHETYPAL PHYSICAL
PRESENCE + SUSTAINABLE
HOSPITALITY
Completion date: 2012
Location: Tielrode, Belgium
Built area: 308 square meters
Materials: Afrormosia wood
(enclosure), terrazzo, brushed
cement (floors)
A rural dwelling that becomes a forceful presence
in the landscape, composed of three volumes
(main house and two barns), built from scratch
over the footprint of previously existing structures.
In the DC-II Residence, based on the
reinterpretation of the historic Flemish farmhouse
typology, Vincent Van Duysen has taken a radical
approach to the idea of making the simple, iconic,
unadorned form of the traditional barn
recognizable but stripped to its bare minimum, an
oblong volume built perpendicular to the street,
with a pitched roof that forms a 45° tympanum.
The image is conveyed by the abstract physical
presence of an enclosure completely in wood, from
the facades to the roof, into which to insert the
silhouettes of doors, gutters, chimneys; almost
invisible, with the exception of the few glazed
windows, which on one side open onto a small
central court, while offering a view of the fields on
the other. The orientation of the three volumes is
underscored by the flooring in brushed cement
outside with a grinded and polished finish in the
interior, generating the continuum between rural
and domestic horizons. The requirements of a
passive house have been achieved in collaboration
with denc!-studio, an architecture firm specialized
in sustainable construction. (photo Koen Van
Damme/courtesy VVDA)
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ABSTRACTION
+ LIGHT AS ORNAMENT
Completion date: 2014
Location: Tielrode, Belgium
Built area: 1035 square meters
Materials: larch, concrete,
terrazzo, blackened oak, bronze
The TR Residence a productive farmhouse that
combines residence, stables and hayloft, reworking
the typology of the traditional local barn (the
polderboerderijen), on a large parcel of reclaimed
land near the sea, is composed of three low volumes
with an archetypal and abstract form, covered in
blackened larch wood, closed by pitched roofs and
positioned in a staggered parallel arrangement based
on a longitudinal layout. The three units are
differentiated only by their functions. The first volume
(the hayloft) defines the organization of the complex
with an explicit identity in the relationship between
the courtyard-fulcrum that remains only partially
closed, permitting a direct link with the surrounding
lawns and the landscape. The courtyard is
interrupted on one side by the 40 meter long water
tank used to hydrate the horses – centered between
the house and the stable – an on the other by a low
retainer wall that follows the gentle sloping
topography of the terrain. The sliding openings for
coplanar doors of the volumes are limited to a
functional minimum. Eaves, gutters, crests become
almost invisible in the uniform materic quality of the
facades, redesigned by the light that produces refined
decorative shadows on the surfaces. The architecture
of the rural house, identified by the chimney and
supported by a base in polished concrete, the
material shared by all the outdoor paving, has been
designed down to the scale of the custom furnishings.
(photo Koen Van Damme/courtesy VVDA)
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BRICK IN ITS PUREST FORM
Completion date: 2015
Location: Antwerp, Belgium
Built area: 750 square meters
Materials: brick, glass, zinc,
Afrormosia wood, terrazzo, concrete
For the BA Residence in a residential garden
district with beautiful protected trees, the
property’s architectural paradigms reference those
of the modernist movement, traced back to the
villa in Krefeld by Mies van der Rohe and the brick
residences designed by the Antwerp-based
architect Nachman Kaplansky. The choice of
materials is that of the cottage typology, but the
way they are treated and shaped produces a new
identity and atmosphere: a kind of timeless
understatement as a reaction or critic to the
recent neo-kitsch houses built in the zone. The
guidelines: the format of red brick and its
interpretation through different sizes of brick
volumes that bring the garden inside the house,
giving the construction a sculptural quality that
extends to the spatial construct of the interiors
and the furnishings, featuring surfaces in exotic
afrormosia wood, painted white (for the walls),
and in concrete (for the floors). Other distinctive
features: large glass surfaces framed by
casements in dark gray metal, the large fireplace-

cube in blackened steel in the living area, the
monolithic forms in concrete and terrazzo of the
main bathroom. The position of the trees on the
southwestern side of the lot determines the
placement of the main volume at the center,
defining the functional relationships of the
individual spaces and a direct connection of the
living areas to the outdoor dimension of the
garden. The garden at the back has northern
exposure, with a large open space surrounding the
natural swimming pond, flanked by a low volume in
brick. The landscape design is by Wirtz
International Landscape Architects.
(photo Koen Van Damme/courtesy VVDA)
Photo Ellen Claes

ARCHITECTURE

Photo Ellen Claes

ARCHITECTURE Monograph
Vincent Van Duysen
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INTERIOR DESIGN

THE SCULPTURAL STAIRCASE
Completion date: 2015
Location: London, UK
Built area: 650 square meters
Materials: silver travertine
(columns, walls, display
structures), luminous gray
Venetian stucco (walls and
ceilings), dark gray cement (floors
and steps bordered in black
rubber), embossed leather
(staircase handrail), recycled
matte black rubber (wall niches),
rubber-effect black metal (custom
furnishings), luxe gray suede
(display surfaces), mirror-finish
chrome-plated tubing (suspended
elements), ivory color suede
(fitting rooms)
For the interiors of the London flagship store of
Alexander Wang, the American fashion designer
of Taiwanese origin known for the basic tailoring
of apparel in cashmere, cotton and linen, Vincent
Van Duysen has developed a spatial set that relies
on a sophisticated materic-chromatic range based
on contrasting combinations and dominated by
ash-silver tones of stone and metal that harmonize
with the industrial structure of the building (a
former post office). The facility has three levels,
around a sculptural central staircase that adds
dynamism and strong physical presence to the
space, marked by a rigorous grid of columns,
beams and niches cut into the walls, and
countered by a series of chrome-plated tubes that
set the rhythm of the suspended display fixtures,
rounding out the composition of black platforms
with rounded borders and soft finishes. The
furnishings underscore the distinctions between
raw materials, craftsmanship and industrial
production. This hybrid landscape also features
custom pieces co-designed by Alexander Wang
and Vincent Van Duysen, reissues of Seventies
upholstered furnishings designed by Gianfranco
Frattini for Tacchini, and sculptures by Ben Storms
and Gerard Kuijpers.(photo Koen Van Damme/
courtesy VVDA)
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INTERIOR DESIGN

ELEMENTARY
MONOLITHIC FORMS
Completion date: 2015
Location: Hamburg, Germany
Built area: 112 square meters
Materials: plaster, bluestone,
linen, oak, steel
The first Aesop store in Hamburg is placed behind
a protected heritage facade in case iron in the
historic ABC-Viertel district, amidst luxurious
shops. The existing space has been restored to its
original state: the walls and ceilings have been
stripped and then covered with a pale plaster
texture for a tactile effect. The floors are in
bluestone, like the washbasin-fountain made from
a single block. The display shelves, also made by
hand, are in European oak and blackened steel (in
an explicit reference to the facade). These natural
materials interpreted in a soft chromatic range
define the elementary forms of a sober space,
where in the treatment rooms separated from the
retail zone by full-height linen curtains floating
behind the sales counter expert therapists
demonstrate the virtues of Aesop beauty products.
(photo courtesy VVDA)
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Exhibit

Designs
Icona, a faucet designed for
Fantini, in 2016, that reinterprets
the classic model, with a particular
accent on proportions. Available in
different finishes, from chrome to
nickel PVD, matte gunmetal PVD to
brushed copper PVD, for a more
modern, industrial, rugged or
tactile effect.

Also in product design, Vincent Van Duysen favors elementary
forms and compact volumes. Above, The Paul seating program
designed in 2016 for Molteni&C (where he is the art director),
inspired by the full colors of Pieter Paul Rubens (1577-1640).
Distinctive traits: large sizes, double stitching, the lightness of
the feet in die-cast aluminium. Below, the Molteni stand at
IMM Cologne 2016, a display space recreated a domestic
architectural setting with two greenhouses as winter gardens
and large transparent glazings.

The furnishing solutions are taken
back to their functional and
formal essence: simple planes, full
and empty zones, to store, to
contain, to support. An extremely
precious character, based on the
sensorial variety of the materials
and the crafted perfection of even
the smallest details. Here we see
the kitchen VVD without handles
designed for Dada, in 2016, in a
residential setting in Antwerp.
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The Infra-Structure lighting
system designed by Vincent Van
Duysen for Flos, in 2016, on view
at the Flos booth of the
Light&Building fair in Frankfurt.
A tubular structure with an
industrial look that creates an
almost three-dimensional network
of light points in space
(Bauhaus docet!).
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FLAGSHIP STORE Monograph
Vincent Van Duysen
M AT E R I C S PA C E S

PERFECT IMPLEMENTATION +
ARTISAN APPROACH
Completion date: 2017
Location: Milan, Italy
Built area: 1300 square meters,
on two levels
Materials: black oak (wallspanels), oxidized wood (floors
and beams), raw metal, glass
Here is the latest gem created by Vincent Van
Duysen for Molteni&C and Dada, the new
flagship store, the largest exclusive outlet of
Gruppo Molteni: 1300 square meters on two levels,
with 15 shop windows in the heart of Milan, in the
prestigious Durini Design District. The showroom
enlarges the previous facility on Corso Europa,
thanks to the purchase of the lot on the corner
with Via Cavallotti, and it introduces a new retail
concept in the 8 decades of history of the brand.
The creative director has approached this as a
domestic space, where the dining/living and
bedroom zones of Molteni&C and the kitchen
spaces of Dada establish a dialogue, exploring the
meaning of the contemporary habitat as a total,
dynamic experience, fluid and continuous in the
space. The narrative is channeled by the rhythm of
essential, basic forms, materic geometries made
vibrant by the juxtapositions and the lighting,
developed in collaboration with Flos and Artemide.
The floors and the ceiling beams are in wood, while
the wall panels are in black oak, and the compact
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volumes in smooth-render plaster are in a warm
shade of gray. “With a palette of glass, oxidized
wood and raw metal,” Van Duysen says, “the
atmosphere of the place links back to the taste for
Italian crafts, and a sustainable, always timely
kind of luxury.” The protagonists are the
furnishings and their versatility, free of
standardization, with an extremely precious tone
in terms of the richness of the materials and the
perfect implementation of every detail. During the
recent Design Week the flagship store hosted the
new Collection 2017 (including the Welcome
Collection and a series of tables by Rodolfo
Dordoni, two new Gio Ponti reissues, a new piece
by Ron Gilad, and a new sofa designed by MDT).
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For his part, the creative director and designer
presented Master Dressing, an evolution of the
Gliss Master system of wardrobes and cabinets. In
the over 600 square meters set aside for Dada
kitchens, all the windows displayed the large VVD
island, offered with doors in railroad steel, tops in
ceppo stone, pivot columns and the Bright hanging
cabinets in extra-clear glass. The large lounge at
the entrance functions as a welcome area, and on
the lower level new elements and accessories that
span across the collections take part in the
staging of an idea of the tailor-made, personalized
home, like a bespoke garment. The “machine à
habiter” of the 2000s, interpreted by Vincent Van
Duysen. (foto courtesy Molteni&C)
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